
This chapter analyzes the factors influencing road transport costs. It starts
by discussing the way companies organize and operate, and follows by
suggesting a typology of companies, which is important since transport
companies’ organization affects both fixed and variable costs. It then
presents a comparison of transport costs between the various corridors,
and concludes with an analysis of variable and fixed costs as well as
 factors influencing them. 

Based on the trucking survey carried out in this study, different typolo-
gies of transport companies coexist on the same corridors. In general, the
cost structure in Sub-Saharan Africa is opposite from those in developed
countries. In Africa, trucking companies’ costs are mostly variable, while
fixed costs are generally low. The extreme cases of high variable costs to
fixed costs are in Central and West Africa (about a 70/30 ratio) whereas
in East Africa the ratio is 60/40 between variable to fixed costs. 

In all African corridors, the cost of fuel and lubricants are the main
variable costs, accounting for at least 40 percent of total VOCs. Tire cost
is also an important factor. On the other hand, bribes do not seem to play
a major role on most African corridors. 

In East and Southern Africa, transport costs are severely affected by the
opportunity cost of delays (at border crossings, weighbridges, and ports)
and long custom procedures. 

C H A P T E R  6
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Typology of Trucking Companies in Africa 

The way companies organize themselves and operate influences their
costs, both fixed and variable. Table 6.1 describes the typology of trucking
companies, ranging from formal, professional companies to informal,
owner-operator companies. Different types of trucking companies oper-
ate on the same corridor and face different costs, making it necessary to
determine whether each type can compete and be profitable. 

Operating Costs in the Subregions

Variable costs represent the bulk of total transport costs in Central and
West Africa, with a minimum average ratio of 70/30 for variable/fixed
costs; the main components of variable costs are fuel and tires.

Table 6.2 illustrates how the cost structure differs between African coun-
tries and developed countries. In developed countries the trucking industry
is labor intensive, which explains why numerous companies in Western
Europe employ cheap labor from Eastern Europe. In Africa, variable costs
dominate, mainly fuel, tires, and, to a lesser extent, bribes in Central and
West Africa. The cost of capital may also be a problem in East Africa.

Transport costs. Table 6.3 shows the average operating costs of
selected routes in the four study corridors. The spread in transport costs
is smaller than for transport prices. In general, variable operating costs1 in
African countries range between US$1.22 and US$1.83 per kilometer
with the exception of high variable costs on the Ngaoundéré–Moundou
route (US$2.49) and low variable costs on Mombasa–Kampala
(US$0.98). On the other hand, fixed operating costs maínly depend on
the routes. As shown in the table, daily fixed costs in Africa can vary
threefold, from US$21 to US$73, but this variation is small compared to
fixed costs observed in Europe or the United States.

Along Central African corridors,2 routes that are comparable in distance
and average fleet age (9–11 years) include Douala to N’Djaména (1,830
kilometers) and Douala to Bangui (1,450 kilometers). These routes have
similar variable average operating costs, between US$1.22 and US$1.31
per kilometer. However, they do not have similar fixed operating costs
since relatively newer fleets operate to Bangui compared with those
 operating to N’Djaména. 

Comparable routes starting in Ngaoundéré (Cameroon) with final
destination in Chad are Ngaoundéré–N’Djaména (750 kilometers) and
Ngaoundéré–Moundou (460 kilometers). These routes have similar low
fixed costs, around US$22 per day, but face different variable operating
costs. This is mostly explained by the higher expenses in tires, maintenance



Table 6.1  A Typology of Trucking Companies in Africa

Type of company

Characteristics

Comments

Freight 
forwarding
and transit

activities

Own-account
transport 

service Fleet size Fleet financing
Fleet operation 
characteristics

1. Modern—
professional

Yes No own-account
transport

10 to 100+ Cash flow, leasing, 
and bank financing

High mileage (over
80,000 km/year)

High fixed costs
Usually own new

trucks

High fixed costs; low to high
transport prices depending
on market regulation 

2. Modern—informal Yes Own-account 
transport 

10 to 100+ Mainly leasing sec-
ondhand vehicles
with guarantees
from traders

High mileage
Lower fixed costs than

professionals
Lower total costs
Mix of new and 

secondhand trucks

Cross-subsidy of activities and
informality, which enables
companies to offer lower
transport prices and have
large fleets

3. Formal—powerful No Usually no own-
account 
transport

A few to dozens Various financing but
mainly cash flow

Low mileage
(50,000–70,000
km/year)

Low fixed costs  except
if prices are extremely
high and allow for
fleet  improvement

Mix of new and
 secondhand trucks

Companies’ power (ties with
political decision makers,
 position in trucking
associations, law
 enforcement agents, includ-
ing customs, police, and tax
agents) allows them to cir-
cumvent rules. Huge profits
in a regulated  environment

65 (continued)
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Table 6.1  A Typology of Trucking Companies in Africa (continued)

Type of company

Characteristics

Comments

Freight 
forwarding
and transit

activities

Own-account
transport 

service Fleet size Fleet financing
Fleet operation 
characteristics

4. Own account No Own-account 
transport

Depends on 
the extent of 
industrial 
activities

Included in the fund-
ing of main activities 

Low mileage
New or secondhand

truck; depends on the
company strategy

5. Informal—
individuals

No No own-account
transport

Limited to 1–3
trucks

Cash flow Low mileage
(50,000–60,000
km/year)

Low fixed costs
Low revenues
Secondhand trucks

Low transport prices because
of oversupply of transport 

Low quality of service to
 remain competitive; informal
costs (bribes) are a major
cost factor

Source: Task team compilation.
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costs (old fleets operating to Moundou), and bribes.3 On the
Ngaoundéré–Moundou route, some trucks are almost 20 years old,
despite the fact that a new, rehabilitated road is open to traffic (financed
by the European Union).

Table 6.2  Transport Costs Composition
(percent) 

Cost France Chad Kenya

Fuel 25 50 21
Maintenance and tires 9 22 10
Depreciation and insurance 12 8 24
Toll roads/road-user charges 5 11 1
Staff costs 35 6 19
Administrative and overhead costs 

and others
14 3 25

Total 100 100 100
Source: CNR for France, trucking surveys for Chad and Kenya.

Table 6.3  Truck Operating Costs in the Four Corridors

Corridor
Route gateway/

destination

Variable
cost

(US$/km)

Fixed 
cost

(US$/day)

Yearly 
ratio FC/VC

(%)

Average
truck fleet

age (years)

West Africa
(Burkina Faso and
Ghana)

Tema/Accra–
Ouagadougou 
(Burkina Faso)

1.51
(0.59)

30
(16)

10–89 13

Tema/Accra–Bamako
(Mali)

1.67
(0.23)

36
(23)

10–89 9

Central Africa
(Cameroon and
Chad)

Douala–N’Djaména
(Chad)

1.31
(0.34)

49
(30)

17–82 11

Douala–Bangui (the
Central African 
Republic)

1.22
(0.34)

73
(43)

25–74 9

Ngaoundéré–
N’Djaména (Chad)

1.83
(0.27)

22
(8)

7–92 15

Ngaoundéré–
Moundou (Chad)

2.49
(0.64)

21
(6)

5–94 19

East Africa
(Uganda and
Kenya)

Mombasa–Kampala
(Uganda)

0.98
(0.46)

61
(30)

68–31 7

Kampala–Kigali 
(Rwanda)

1.47
(0.84)

40
(30)

56–43 10

Southern Africa
(Zambia)

Lusaka–Johannesburg
(South Africa)

1.54
(0.41)

55
(39)

61–38 9

Lusaka–Dar-es-Salaam
(Tanzania)

1.34
(0.52)

71
(54)

75–24 10

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations. Exchange rates come from IMF-IFS. 
Notes: FC = fixed costs; VC = variable costs; figures are averages with standard deviation shown in parentheses. 
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In East Africa, a great discrepancy in the operating costs, both variable
and fixed, exists on different corridors. A similar discrepancy exists within
the same corridors between different trucking companies, mainly
between those established in Uganda and Kenya. Kenyan companies face
higher fixed costs than Ugandan companies. This is explained by Kenya’s
recent acquisition of a new fleet (incurring high depreciation and finan-
cial costs), low variable costs due to a more modern and efficient fleet,
and good road conditions on the main corridors. 

Operating costs in Southern Africa are similar to those in East Africa.
Fixed costs and variable cost ratios are higher compared with those in
the rest of Africa. The Zambian fleet, although older, manages to achieve
higher yearly mileage than in East Africa, which creates certain cost dis-
parities between these two subregions. 

In West African countries, costs are relatively similar between national
corridors. Variable operating costs in both cases are one standard devia-
tion away from the average. Fixed operating costs are low, and the cost
structure is similar to that of the Chadian companies.

Calculations in this study are based on trucking survey data and com-
pute all costs,4 which explains why our estimated fixed transport costs are
much higher than transport costs estimated with models such as the
HDM-4 (an extensively used methodology in many studies). It is worth
noting that because the HDM-4 uses data for new trucks as an input, vari-
able maintenance costs are higher than our estimates. However, fuel and
lubricant costs are much higher in our estimates (using actual data of old
trucks with less fuel efficiency) than the usual values calibrated using new
trucks in the HDM-4. Overall, our estimated variable costs are higher
than the ones developed by HDM-4. Table 6.4 compares the values
obtained using the two different approaches. 

Table 6.4  Comparison of Transport Costs for a Heavy Truck Using 
Alternative Methods of Analysis 
(US$ per vehicle-km) 

Costs

West Africa Central Africa East Africa

TS HDM Diff. TS HDM Diff. TS HDM Oyer Diff.

Variable costs 1.77 1.02 173% 1.30 0.99 131% 0.98 1.08 0.95 91%
Fixed costs 1.02 0.14 749% 0.57 0.24 236% 0.35 0.17 0.15 201%
Total costs 2.79 1.16 241% 1.87 1.23 152% 1.33 1.25 1.10 106%
Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations. 
Notes: TS = trucking survey; HDM = highway development maintenance model; Oyer (2007); Diff = difference.
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The Importance of Variable Costs 

Vehicle operating costs show a ratio of about 30/70 between fixed and
variable costs in Central Africa, 40/60 in East Africa, and 15/85 in West
Africa (table 6.3). Overall, operating costs for a heavy truck are as high
(in Southern Africa) and sometimes much higher (in Central Africa) than
in Europe. 

Compared with European operators, African operators usually have
lower fixed costs but higher variable costs. Low fixed costs (salary and
equipment principally) can be attributed to the low cost of labor and the
use of cheap, secondhand trucks (as old as 10–15 years). High variable
costs can be attributed to high fuel consumption because of the trucks’
characteristics—low capacity, old models, and poor maintenance. Because
of the pervasive use of old trucks, average fuel consumption for trucks in
Africa can be more than 50 liters per 100 kilometers, which is high by
European standards. 

In the corridors under review, the cost of fuel is the main variable cost.
Three other variable costs—tires, maintenance, and bribes—are also
important, although their contribution to variable costs depends on cor-
ridors (table 6.5). 

In Central Africa, fuel and lubricants account for 38–60 percent of
total variable costs. Bribes account for 27 percent of the total variable
costs, which are sometimes equal to or higher than tire costs. The main
fixed costs are staff (up to 38 percent) and depreciation. Financial costs

Table 6.5  Variable Costs Breakdown for Subregions 
(percentage of total variable costs)

Corridor
Route gateway/

destination Fuel Tires Maintenance Bribes

West Africa Tema/Accra–
Ouagadougou

74 16 4 6

Tema/Accra–Bamako 80 9 5 6

Central Africa Douala–N’Djaména 60 17 10 13
Douala–Bangui 60 19 9 12
Ngaoundéré–N’Djaména 53 11 14 22
Ngaoundéré–Moundou 38 12 23 27

East Africa Mombasa–Kampala 79 13 6 2
Kampala–Kigali 67 31 1 1

Southern Africa Lusaka–Johannesburg 51 48 1 0
Lusaka–Dar-es-Salaam 60 38 1 1

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
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are significant for the few companies that finance their capital invest-
ments with bank credit or leasing (table 6.6). 

In East Africa, fuel and lubricants represent the main variable costs.
High fixed costs for Kenyan truckers are largely explained by high costs
of staff, finance, and depreciation.

In Southern Africa, fuel and tires account for more than 90 percent of
the variable costs. Zambian truckers consider the high levels of domestic
fuel prices as their main impediment to capturing a larger share of the
north-south corridor market.

In West Africa, the situation is similar to that in Central Africa. Fuel and
lubricants account for the bulk of variable costs (more than 70 percent for
fuel). Bribes are equal to or higher than tires (bribes are up to 10 percent
of variable costs along the Tema/Accra–Bamako route). Fixed costs com-
prise mainly staff and depreciation. 

These results are consistent with Oyer (2007). Indeed, he found that
fuel consumption, at 42 percent, is the biggest portion of total VOC for
heavy trucks in East Africa. Tire costs are the second largest component
of VOCs at 16 percent. Maintenance and parts costs were the second

Table 6.6  Fixed Costs in the Subregions 
(percentage of total) 

Corridor
Route gateway/

destination

Staff (% 
of total 

fixed 
costs)

Depreciation
(% of total
fixed costs)

Finance 
(% of 

total fixed
costs)

Othera (%
of total

fixed
costs)

West Africa Tema/Accra–
Ouagadougou

46 31 0 23

Tema/Accra–Bamako 44 43 0 13

Central Africa Douala–N’Djaména 35 33 15 17

Douala–Bangui 28 26 25 21

Ngaoundéré–
N’Djaména

36 35 0 29

Ngaoundéré–
Moundou 

38 34 1 27

East Africa Mombasa–Kampala 27 20 15 38

Kampala–Kigali 27 29 3 41

Southern Africa Lusaka–Johannesburg 43 15 0 42

Lusaka–Dar-es-Salaam 53 8 0 39

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
a. Includes licenses costs, administrative costs, insurance, communication costs, security, and losses related to
crime and theft.
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lowest among all the truck categories, which can be explained by the fleet
age, low yearly mileage, and maintenance strategies. 

The impact of fuel prices on transport costs should be assessed carefully.
Indeed, in the case of Zambia almost 80 percent of the fuel price is related
to taxes and levies, which means that up to 40 percent of total transport
costs in Zambia are directly affected by its taxation policy (table 6.7).

Duties and surtaxes on tires and spare parts can have a major impact
on VOCs. For instance, in Malawi, eliminating the 25 percent duty and
the 17.5 percent surtax would reduce the retail cost of new tires by
approximately 32 percent. A similar reduction in duty and surtax on parts
could reduce their retail cost by 32 percent and reduce vehicle mainte-
nance costs by approximately 25 percent (assuming a ratio of parts cost
to labor cost of 3 to 1). 

Licenses, taxes, and levies. In a competitive environment like
Southern Africa, licenses, taxes, and levies may have a major impact on
margins of trucking companies. For example, a Mozambican company
entering Zimbabwe must pay a road-user charge (US$25 per 100 kilome-
ter), an entry visa charge (US$30), an insurance charge (US$300, valid for
three months), a carbon tax (US$30, valid for one month), and a guarantee
(US$120, valid for one year)—a total of approximately US$125 per trip. In
countries where margins are usually limited to 10 percent and the main
cost factors (fuel costs and depreciation costs) are given, almost half of the
margin for a round trip to Zimbabwe can be spent for a Mozambican
trucker on various taxes and levies. In Zambia or the Democratic Republic
of Congo, compulsory taxes and levies are even much higher (between

Table 6.7  Fuel Prices in Zambia 
(per liter)

Costs In US$ In percentage

Wholesale price 0.11 8.4
Transport margin 0.03 2.0
Terminal fee 0.05 3.8
Oil marketing company margin 0.06 4.6
Dealer margin 0.04 3.1
Margins and wholesale price 0.29 21.8
Road levy 0.20 15.0
Excise duty 0.59 45.0
Value added tax 0.23 17.5
Energy Regulatory Board fees 0.01 0.7
Taxes and levies 1.02 78.2
Total fuel price 1.31

Source: Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) for fuel prices in 2006. Interviews for the breakdown.



US$400 and US$700), which makes any trip to these countries for a
Mozambican company unprofitable. This is an example of unnecessary
segmentation of transport markets and limits competition, in this case
from Mozambican companies.

Breakdown of Fixed Costs 

Despite relatively low wages, staff costs remain the most important fixed
costs. Moreover, depreciation costs are also a major component of fixed
costs for most African trucking companies (in spite of the old fleet).

Truck prices. Table 6.8 shows the average prices of the last three vehi-
cles purchased by the trucking companies and the truckers surveyed.
Secondhand heavy trucks in Kenya cost more than in the other countries
(approximately 70 percent more) because Kenyans buy relatively “new”
secondhand vehicles.

Contrary to a widespread perception about the negative impact of
high import tariffs on imported trucks, an analysis of most-favored-nation
(MFN) tariffs for imported heavy trucks does not seem to corroborate
this. Indeed, if we exclude South Africa and Zambia, import tariffs do not
seem to explain why trucks are considered to be so expensive (see
table 6.9). However, import tariffs may be complemented with other
taxes such as value added tax (VAT) or environmental taxes, resulting in a
similar tax burden as in South Africa and Zambia and maybe even higher.
Moreover, some countries may in reality continue to impose tariffs that
diverge from the regional harmonized tariff schedule. Consequently, a new
truck costs three or four times as much as a used truck. 

In an environment where truck utilization is low (40,000–60,000
 kilometers) and transport prices are not extremely high, a trucker or
trucking company cannot afford to purchase a new truck because there is
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Table 6.8  Heavy Truck Prices 
(current US$) 

Country New Second hand

Burkina Faso 163,333 27,000
Ghana 113,333 24,688
Ugandaa 93,000 30,690
Kenya 169,200 52,144
Zambia n.a. 19,613
Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
a. Prices are lower because Ugandan truckers/trucking companies usually operate with smaller new trucks. But
new trucks remain operated marginally by Ugandan truckers and trucking companies.



a very high likelihood of defaulting on the loan. Truck prices then are a
problem, but the operating environment is even more problematic.
Indeed, where long-term direct contracting does not exist and margins can
hardly reach US$20,000–30,000 per year, it becomes extremely risky to
invest US$150,000 in a new truck. In a regulated environment, and when
low allocated freight and bad connections with the freight allocation
bureau are the case, there is absolutely no incentive to purchase a new
truck, even if import tariffs are lowered.

Low wages. Truck drivers’ wages are generally low in Sub-Saharan
Africa (table 6.10). Wages in Kenya and Cameroon are the highest in the
subregion, the most professional companies being located in East Africa.
Some large companies have started to invest in truckers’ training and have
increased wages in order to keep trained drivers. In West Africa and Chad,
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Table 6.9  Import Tariffs for Imported Trucks 
(percentage of value of imports)

Country MFN tariff Year

Rwanda 5.00 2005
Cameroon 10.00 2005
Central African Republic 10.00 2005
Chad 10.00 2005
Niger 10.00 2006
Togo 10.00 2005
Burkina Faso 10.00 2006
Uganda 12.50 2006
Kenya 12.50 2006
South Africa 13.33 2006
Zambia 15.00 2003
Source: TRAINS, UNCTAD.
Note: Data for trucks over 20 metric tons of gross vehicle weight (HS 870423).

Table 6.10  Monthly Wage for Permanent Full-Time Truck Drivers 
(in current US$)

Country Median
Standard 
deviation Maximum Minimum

Burkina Faso 131.1 41.3 350.0 60.0
Ghana 193.0 82.8 420.0 70.0
Cameroon 217.4 65.8 400.0 100.0
Chad 189.0 56.9 400.0 100.0
Kenya 269.0 92.8 504.0 144.0
Uganda 162.5 42.9 240.0 72.0
Zambia 160.2 111.5 683.7 43.4
Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.



wages remain lower because trained truckers and professional companies
are almost nonexistent.

Company taxes. If we exclude Kenya, all the countries in the subre-
gion show similar ratios of taxes to total VOCs (see table 6.11). In gen-
eral, in a given country the trucking industry did not show clear deviation
from all other industries as they all face the same burdens with respect to
fixed costs. 

Licenses. Table 6.12 shows diverse regulatory restrictions by country for
operating or owning a vehicle. All the studied Sub-Saharan Africa countries
require a license to operate vehicles, but not all countries require a license
to own a vehicle (for example in Ghana). Impediments like waiting periods
or requests for gifts or informal payments in order to get a license vary a lot
across countries. 
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Table 6.11  Ratio of Company Taxes to Total Costs 
(by truck, country, and type of industry)

Region Country Type of industry

Ratio of taxes 
to VOC 

(percent of total) 

West Africa Burkina Faso All 4
Trucking industry 3
Truckers 5

Ghana All 1
Trucking industry 1
Truckers 1

Central Africa Cameroon All 5
Trucking industry 4
Truckers 5

Chad All 4
Trucking industry 5
Truckers 4

East Africa Uganda All 1
Trucking industry 1
Truckers 1

Kenya All 25a

Trucking industry 25
Truckers 26

Southern Africa Zambia All 2
Trucking industry 2
Truckers —

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
a. The very high taxes reported in the trucking survey for Kenya seem to correspond to a misunderstanding of
the question since tax levels do not seem to be much higher than in the other countries studied.
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Table 6.12 Licenses 

Country
License needed before

beginning operations (%)a

Number of
days it takes to
get the license

Gift or informal
 payment expected or
requested in order to

obtain the license (%)b

Burkina Faso License to operate 95 22.7 24
License to own vehicle 61 4.2 5

Ghana License to operate 90 49.1 43
License to own vehicle 19 100.3 23

Cameroon License to operate 99 34.1 60
License to own vehicle 93 8.8 35

Chad License to operate 99 20.6 89
License to own vehicle 100 15.2 77

Uganda License to operate 76 5.7 5
License to own vehicle 55 6.3 0

Kenya License to operate 100 24.9 66
License to own vehicle 97 26.4 64

Zambia License to operate 93 49.8 7
License to own vehicle 70 23.3 8

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
a. The percentage represents the number of trucking industries/truckers that said YES to this question: Do you
need a license to operate?
b. The percentage represents the number of trucking industries/truckers that said YES to this question: Was a
gift/informal payment expected or requested in order to obtain a license?

Public Procedures and the Opportunity Cost of Delays 

Procedures such as customs and personnel checks at border crossings
influence truck utilization (see table 6.13). In Africa, there seems to be a
strong positive correlation between transport prices and the number of
cross-border operations.

Trucking companies in East Africa illustrate the opportunity cost of
delays (at borders, weighbridges, and port). For many years, trucks have
been waiting between one to two days at Malaba, the main border post
between Kenya and Uganda. There are several reasons for the delays,
including limited parking space for trucks, limited space in the customs
yard, poor cargo documentation, and duplication of processes with Kenyan
and Ugandan customs. Although some freight forwarders present docu-
mentation in advance of crossing, customs officials start to process docu-
mentation only when trucks have entered the customs yard, which usually
takes several hours because of congestion and the reasons given above. 



Ugandan and Kenyan authorities are now working on establishing a
joint border post, which should enable trucks to go through with only one
stop instead of two. When fully implemented, this initiative should help
decrease delays at the border dramatically.

In addition to border delays, weighbridge operations (for instance at
Mariakani, Kenya, or at Mombasa port) also contribute to long delays
along the northern corridor. 

If all these delays (port, weighbridges, border) could be significantly
reduced, vehicle yearly mileage should improve by at least 20,000 kilo-
meters, which would help increase the ratio of a vehicle’s capital utiliza-
tion, thus reducing average yearly operating costs per vehicle and perhaps
leading to transport price reductions.

In Southern Africa, delays at Beit Bridge or Chirundu border posts
have a similar impact as those at Malaba in East Africa. Trucking compa-
nies waste several days at these border posts between South Africa and
Zimbabwe and Zimbabwe and Zambia. For several years, authorities have
been working on establishing a joint border post. These projects have not
yet materialized, but important steps have been taken at Chirundu.
Delays at Beit Bridge and Chirundu cost US$3.5 million each year to
trucking companies only, which is equal to approximately a 25 percent
surcharge on transport costs along the corridor.5
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Table 6.13  Opportunity Cost of Delays

Country
Time to cross the
border (hours)

Time waited to pick up freight
once inside the port (hours)

Burkina Faso 25.36
(14.9)

23.38
(12.2)

Ghana 30.33
(31.3)

24.71
(23.1)

Cameroon 26.55
(24.2)

12.38
(12.4)

Chad 11.65
(15.2)

12.38
(12.4)

Uganda 15.25
(15.9)

11.75
(8.1)

Kenya 8.18
(7.2)

5.93
(1.32)

Zambia 26.5
(26.0)

16.55
(20.6)

Source: Trucking survey data and own calculations.
Note: Figures are averages with standard deviation shown in parentheses.



If all these delays (port, border) could be significantly reduced, vehicle
yearly mileage should improve by at least 30,000 kilometers along the
north-south corridor, which would help reduce operating costs and prices.

Notes 

1. Variable costs include fuel, tires, maintenance, and bribes, whereas fixed costs
include staff, licensing, administrative expenses, insurance, communication,
security, losses, finance, and depreciation.

2. The average operating costs are calculated on a significantly large sample of
trucks operating regularly on these routes: Douala–N’Djaména (35 observa-
tions), Douala–Bangui (18 observations), Ngaounderé–N’Djaména (23 obser-
vations), and Ngaoundéré–Moundou (17 observations). 

3. See chapter 7, table 7.1, on infrastructure condition and overload control by
corridor.

4. In HDM-4, overhead, administrative costs, and bribes are not taken into
account.

5. If we assume fixed costs of a six-axle truck (from the South African road
freight association), 2.5 days’ delay at Beit Bridge (Mthembu-Salter 2007), and 
1.5 days’ delay at Chirundu (FESARTA 2007), more than US$1,180 are lost for
each trip in delays at border crossings. Traffic is assumed to be 500 trucks per
day at Beit Bridge and 100 at Chirundu, with a conservative estimate of 25 turn-
arounds per year. Delays on the return trip are not estimated.
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